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Abstract
A popular strategy in structural dynamic modelling is breaking the structure down into separable, manageable
substructures. One can choose the most efficient way of modelling the substructures, before synthesizing
the full system model. System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) is a new method that allows mixing of
frequency-based models, either of numerical or experimental nature, to form a hybrid structural dynamic
model. The method expands measured data onto a numerical mode manifold using Lagrange-Multiplier
Frequency Based Substructuring (LM-FBS). Hence, SEMM combines the DoF-space of the numerical model
with the dynamic properties of the measured substructure. In this paper, SEMM is applied to a complex
vehicle component. Frequency Response Function (FRF) measurements on the component are used to enrich
the uncalibrated Finite Element Model of the component. The resulting hybrid model comprises interfaces in
six degrees of freedom, which is required for the connectivity to neighboring structures in the FBS framework.

Introduction

Engineers in the automotive industry are faced with numerous challenges. First of all, the demand for shorter
product development cycles and fewer physical prototypes is rising, whilst the number of products (or variants)
is growing. Moreover, the complexity, functionality and attribute demands (such as NVH, emissions, weight,
durability, safety, handling) are increasing.

One of the ways to keep up with these trends, is adopting a modular way of working. For the particular field of
sound and vibration engineering, Dynamic Substructuring (DS) is an often-chosen approach. This technique
allows the combination of component models coming from different sources (test or numerical), in order to
simulate the sound and vibration performance of the full product. Using DS, optimisation of the individual
components is possible, while simultaneously respecting the NVH signature of the full vehicle.

Secondly, automotive electrification is becoming more and more prevalent. In traditional vehicles, the inter-
nal combustion engine masks the bulk of NVH-problems. On the other hand – in electric vehicles – tonal
components become more dominant at higher frequencies (> 1 kHz) [1]. Full (virtual) vehicle simulations
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with (deterministic) numerical approaches (e.g. Finite Element Analysis) are pushed towards their limits.
Due to this increasing frequency band and desired accuracy, a trend towards test-based modelling strategies
is unavoidable.

One recently developed and promising method that fits both in the modular modelling approach and is able
to capture complex dynamic behaviour of a structure, is System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM). This
method allowsmixing of frequency-basedmodels, either of numerical or experimental nature, to form a hybrid
structural dynamic model. The method expands measured data onto a numerical mode manifold, using theory
derived from Lagrange-Multiplier Frequency Based Substructuring (LM-FBS). Therefore, SEMM exploits
the best of both domains, by combining the DoF-space of the numerical model with the dynamic properties
of the measured substructure.

Paper goal & outline

The main goal of this paper is to show how SEMM is used to model the structural dynamics of the subframe
of a vehicle. This subframe hosts an electric drive unit (EDU) which is used for the propulsion of a hybrid
vehicle. The second goal is to show how this model is used in the experimental Dynamic Substructuring (DS)
Framework. The components considered in this DS application are depicted in figure 1.

The first part of the paper covers the theory on LM-FBS, SEMM and the Virtual Point Transformation. In
the second part, the subframe is modelled according to the SEMM method, whereafter it is coupled with
LM-FBS to four rubber decoupling elements and a test-based model of the EDU. The test-based modelling
of the EDU and the characterisation of the rubber decoupling elements is beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 1: On the left, a picture of the SEMMmeasurement set-up. On the right, an overview of the FBS case.
The red arrow indicates the force excitation, the blue circle the location of the validation sensor.

1 Theory

The contents of this section is divided into three parts. The first section will briefly explain the dual solution of
experimental dynamic substructuring in the frequency domain along with the definition and inclusion of weak
interfaces. The second part covers the theory of the SEMM-method, tailored to the envisioned application.
Last, a short recap on the virtual point transformation is provided.

1.1 Lagrange Multiplier Frequency Based Substructuring

DS is applied in this work with the Lagrange Multiplier Frequency Based Substructuring (LM-FBS) method
[2]. As the name implies, LM-FBS is applied in the frequency domain and its main strength lies in the fact
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that it works in the admittance space; this allows for direct implementation of experimental measurement
results. This makes it the preferred DS method when working with experimental models.
The equation of motion to couple two arbitrary systems with LM-FBS is as follows:

u = Y (f + g) , with Y =

[
YA

YB

]
, f =

[
fA

fB

]
, g =

[
gA

gB

]
(1)

Where u is the vector of dynamic displacements, Y is an admittance FRF matrix, f is a vector of applied
forces and g is a vector of interface forces. The displacement and force vectors can contain rotations and
moments, respectively. Equation (1) is subject to two sets of constraints: the compatibility and equilibrium
conditions. First, the compatibility condition states:

uA
b − uB

b = 0 → Bu = 0 (2)

Where B is a signed Boolean matrix explicitly stating a relation between the boundary DoF. It has the form:

B =
[
0 I 0 −I

]
(3)

Where the columns of B refer to the elements in u =
[
uA
i uA

b uB
i uB

b

]T and the rows refer to number of
compatibility equations. The equilibrium condition enforces force equilibrium on the boundary:

gA
b = gB

b = λ → BTλ = −g (4)

Where the same coupling matrix in definition (3) is used. Equation (1) is solved by inserting the compatibility
equation (2) and the equilibrium equation (4) and solving for λ. Equation (5) is then re-applied into equation
(1) to find the coupled dynamics.

λ =
(
BYBT

)−1
BYf (5)

u = Yf −YBT
(
BYBT

)−1
BYf (6)

The coupled model thus becomes:

YAB = Y −YBT
(
BYBT

)−1
BY (7)

1.1.1 Interface weakening in LM-FBS

Equation (2) assumes a rigid connection since it requires a 1-to-1 relation. Yet the connection can also be
weakened by allowing a gap to exist in the boundary displacements [3]. This means that a gap is allowed in
the compatibility, i.e. equation (2) is reformulated:

Bu = ∆ub (8)

The gap ∆ub is maintained by joint stiffness KJ and damping CJ when enforced by the boundary forces de-
scribed byλ. Note that sithese terms only denote the connection stiffness and damping between the interfaces
of both sides. Mathematically, they represent the off-diagonal terms of the joint.

CJ∆u̇b(t) + KJ∆ub(t) = λ(t) → ZJ∆ub(ω) = λ(ω) → ∆ub(ω) = YJλ(ω) (9)

Note that in the weakening assumption no mass terms exist in the joint; the inertial forces from a mass
contribution would mean equation (4) no longer holds.
The weakened LM-FBS can then be derived by first deriving the boundary forces λ and then solving the
constrained equation of motion (1) like before (for the full derivation, see [3]):

λ =
(
BYBT + YJ)−1

BYf (10)

YAJB = Y −YBT
(
BYBT + YJ)−1

BY (11)

Where the addition of the superscript (•)J to YAJB in equation (11) indicates that the joint dynamics have
been included in the formulation.
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1.2 System Equivalent Model Mixing

For SEMM, a few "building blocks" are needed. First, the parent models Ypar are the models of the system
which will be mixed. In the proposed case they are the numerical FE-model and the experimental measure-
ments of the component. The FE-model, which could potentially contain any desiredDoF, acts as themanifold
composed of the equivalent-experimental-DoFs and the expansion DoF-set. The experimental measurements
are deemed a more accurate representation of the complex component’s physics and will be considered the
more trusted information source throughout the frequency range.

Next, the overlay and removed model are defined. The overlay model Yov is the model which will determine
the dynamic properties of the hybrid model and is therefore a trusted (sub)set of the experimental model.
The removed model Yrem is a (sub)set of the numerical manifold which contains the DoFs overlapping with
the overlay model.

Translating this to classic DS notations, the expanded DoF are internal DoF unique to the numerical parent
model which will be denoted by ui; following this conjecture the shared DoFs are boundary DoFs which are
denoted by ub. Therefore the previously introduced building blocks become:

Ypar, Num. = Yrem =

[
Yii Yib

Ybi Ybb

]Num.
, Ypar, Exp. = Yov =

[
Ybb

]Exp. (12)

Generally the removed model must contain, but is not limited to the boundary DoF. In the case of a full
system decoupling, as applied in this work, the removed model is equal to the numerical parent model; more
information can be found in [4]. Likewise, the overlay model and experimental parent model are identical;
assuming the entirety of the experimental measurements DoF is deemed a trusted set. In light of this, since
the experimental parent model is no longer needed, the parent model will now refer to the numerical parent
model throughout this work:

Ypar = Ypar, Num. = Yrem, Yov = YExp. (13)

SEMM is based on DS on an abstract level; the problem is solved by solving (1) for the SEMM abstract
system:

u = Y (f − g) , with Y =




Ypar

−Yrem

Yov


 , f =




fpar

f rem = 0
fov = 0


 , g =




gpar

grem

gov


 (14)

Note that the external forces are only applied on the parent model. There is no physical force exerted on the
removed and overlay model as they are merely used to apply boundary conditions on the parent model to
update its dynamics.

To solve (14) the compatibility and equilibrium constraints are applied as in LM-FBS. Compatibility requires:

upar − urem = 0 (15a)
urem
b − uov = 0 (15b)

Note that the relationship is explicit between the parent and removed model, and then between the removed
and overlay model. The removed model essentially acts as a conduit, yet note that implicitly a relationship
between the overlay model and parent model also exists. Equation (15) can be rewritten in matrix form as in
equation (2) with the signed Boolean matrix defined as (using u =

[
u
par
i u

par
b urem

i urem
b uov

b

]T ):

B =




I 0 −I 0 0
0 I 0 −I 0
0 0 0 I −I


 (16)
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This matrix is also used in the equilibrium condition as in equation (4). In this case the equilibrium enforces
the following:

g
par
i + grem

i = 0 (17a)
g
par
b + grem

b + gov = 0 (17b)

It is apparent that the problem follows the LM-FBS notation as described before. The SEMM problem can
therefore be solved with equation (7). It is shown that from this solution the single line of SEMM can be
obtained. The derivation is omitted in this paper, the interested reader is recommended to read [4]:

YSEMM = Ypar −Ypar (Yrem
bg

)+
(Yrem

bb −Yov
bb)
(
Yrem

gb

)+
Ypar (18)

Where the subscript (•)g denotes the global set of DoF, i.e. g = [i; b]

1.3 Virtual Point Transformation

The compatibility and equilibrium conditions require that substructures have collocated DoFs: the boundary
DoFs. Acquiring collocated DoF in experiments is not trivial since it is often not possible to measure at
connection locations.

In order to still create these collocated DoF, the virtual point transformation can be used to create virtual
nodes with DoF shared by both sides of a structure. The virtual node is created by rigid transformation of a
set of DoF to a 6-DoF (three translations and three rotations) point in space, preferably at the location of the
contact [5].

u = Ruq, m = RT
f f (19)

Where Ru and Rf are rigid transformation matrices transforming from the virtual displacements and forces
q,m to the measured displacements and forces u, f . In order to create a full-rank 6-DoF virtual node, at
least 6 linear independent functions are needed, i.e. 6 or more displacement and force DoF are required in the
input vectors u, f . Next, Ru and Rf are (least-square) inverted and used as the transformation matrices to the
virtual locations such that the VP transformed model becomes:

YVP =
(
Ru

TRu
)−1

RuYRf
(
Rf

TRf
)−1

= (Ru)
+ Y

(
RT

f
)+ (20)

Where YVP is the virtual point transformed FRF matrix.

Note that the rigid transformation inherently means that a rigid interface assumption is made. If flexibility
exists between the virtual node and the input DoF the rigid transformation will no longer adequately describe
the correct dynamics [6]. It is therefore important to choose input DoF close to the connection point, such
that the rigid interface assumption holds.

2 Application

In this section the test case is presented. The ultimate goal is to obtain a full system FRF model comprising
models of the EDU, the rubber decoupling mounts and the subframe through the Frequency Based Substruc-
turing coupling procedure. This model should provide the transfer functions such that the vibration transmis-
sion from the EDU to a point of interest can be studied. In NVH engineering, the structure-borne noise at
the driver’s ears originating from the source is of great concern/interest. To achieve this goal, first accurate
individual subsystem FRF models have to be obtained separately, with correct coupling interfaces. This is
achieved by building 6 Cartesian translational and rotational DoFs by using the virtual point transformation
(section 1.3). This is a prerequisite for successful FBS in the 0 - 2 kHz frequency range of interest [7]. In the
following, the modelling techniques for the sub-components are listed:
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• Electric drive unit: A test-based FRF model by application of the virtual point transformation [5] on
the four coupling points of the motor;

• Rubber decoupling mounts: The transfer stiffnesses of the four rubber decoupling elements are obtained
by an in-situ characterisation approach [8];

• Subframe: An FRF model is obtained through SEMM, see section 1.2.

Figure 2: Overview the components in the test case. The EDU connects through four decoupling mounts to
the subframe. From left to right: the electric drive unit, the rubber mounts and the subframe.

In this paper, only the SEMM application on the subframe is shown. Using SEMM for the subframe is driven
by basically two factors. Firstly, the subframe is a complex system (high modal density), for which the mode
shapes can be obtained easily, but the exact eigen-frequencies and damping factors are more challenging.
Secondly, there is a limit on the available measurement equipment (for e.g. a full test based model, see
section 1.3). In section 2.1.1 a more elaborate motivation for using SEMM is discussed.

2.1 SEMM Application

2.1.1 Motivation to use SEMM

The subframe is a relatively complexDS case as it includes components with up to eight connecting interfaces.
Using the virtual point method on each interface would therefore require either up to 24 different sensors, or
exhausting roving sensor measurements, in order to create enough linearly independent functions in the FRF-
matrix.

In such cases, expansion techniques become an interesting alternative. A few methods exist, all of which
would require some notion of an expansion matrix; which, in turn, is mostly extracted out of numerical data.
Even fewer are the methods that work well with experimental FRF-data: SEREP, its expansion VIKING and
SEMM are the most notable examples.

In order to create per-point linear independent FRF (As required for the virtual points) there are some re-
strictions: namely that for each point a minimum of 6 linearly independent functions exist in the FRF-subset
used in virtual point minimization, i.e. the rank of the said FRF matrix is ≥ 6. Additionally, in order to ob-
serve the dynamics of the 8× 6 point connections, a minimum of 8× 6 = 48 linearly independent functions
should exist in the expanded model. For SEREP, this would mean that a minimum of 48 sensor channels
must exist, even more to obtain clean filtered results [9]. VIKING can include numerical data in the expan-
sion and therefore would not require as many sensors per se [10]. It would then however, require a modal
fitting of the experimental data; with the modal density of the subframe’s FRF, this is an ardous process to
this date. SEMM includes the numerical data from the numerical parent model implicitly, consequently the
hybrid model’s rank is equal to the numerical model’s rank (generally full rank). In conclusion, the hybrid
model’s expanded DoFs can not only be used in the virtual point creation, but also in the DS coupling.
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Figure 3: The parent, overlay and resulting SEMM model.

2.1.2 Practical considerations

For the successful application of SEMM, one has to consider some practicalities concerning the placement
of the sensors. These sensor locations determine the nature of the trust-set; thus it is important to locate the
sensors relatively close to the expansion locations.
Yet bundled sensor locations will negatively affect the conditionality of the numerical removed model, which
must share the boundary DoF locations. In equation (18) it is clearly seen that the removed model (part of
the numerical parent model) is inverted in a least-squares sense. The noise characteristic of the hyrbid model
is therefore affected by the conditionality of the numerical model.
It is clear that an optimum must be found between bundling the sensors near the expanded DoF locations and
spreading them around the structure for a better removed model conditioning.

2.1.3 The setup

For SEMM two sets of FRFs of the same subframe are required, a parent model and an overlay model. The
parent model comprises the DoF-set for the expansion and the same DoF-set as the overlay model. The
parent FRF-model is obtained from a Finite Element model of the subframe of which FRFs are synthesized
by mode-superposition of 500 modes, which corresponds to roughly 4.5 kHz. The overlay model provides
the accurate dynamics. These FRFs are obtained by an impact test on the physical subframe. In the following,
an overview of the three models used in the SEMM calculation is shown:

1. Parent model: The FE-based FRF model
(
Yparent ∈ C198×219

)
. This model has the larger DoF set on

which the overlay model is expanded and can be seen as the provider for the high spatial resolution in
the SEMM model;

2. Overlay model: These FRFs provide the accurate dynamics or ’trust-set FRFs’. The subframe is instru-
mented with nine triaxial accelerometers, one on every coupling point and one on another (random)
position. In total 48 impact locations were distributed over the structure. From thismeasurement set-up,
a subset of measured FRFs were chosen (Yov ∈ C20×33);

3. Removed model: This subset from the parent model and makes place for the overlay model.

DoFs Channels RefChannels
Measurement 20 33

Coupling 96 96 (8× 4× 3 = 96)
Conditioning 75 75

Validation 7 15
Total 198 219

Table 1: Overview of the SEMM measurement set-up.
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Now that the sub-systems have been defined, the actual construction of the SEMM model is done according
to equation (18).

As can be read in table 1, there is a set of FRFs which are not used in the overlay model. These measured
FRFs are independent from the updated SEMM FRFs and can therefore be used for validation.

2.2 Results

In this section the results of the SEMM process are shown. In the left plot of figure 4, a subframe FRF from
the FE model and a measured FRF is shown. It can be observed that even the first resonance does not match
the measurement. In the right plot, a trust-set FRF (i.e. from the overlay model) is displayed. It can observed
that the updated parent model follows the overlay model exactly as required by the method.

In figure 5, two SEMM FRFs are shown against a validation measurement. It can be observed that the SEMM
expanded DoF adhere to the validation FRF in the low frequency regime very well. At higher frequencies,
although the resonance frequencies themselves are accurate, the FRF from the SEMM model diverge from
the validation measurements. At these frequencies the delta between the implicit numerical and experimental
mode-shapes is too large, and the hybrid model can no longer properly match the FRF due to the inadequate
numerical manifold. Nevertheless the FRF are deemed satisfactory for the virtual point method in DS.
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Figure 4: In the left figure a synthesized FRFs is shown against a measured FRF. In the right figure, boundary
DoF SEMM FRF from the overlay model is shown. A clear 1-to-1 match to the measurement is observed as
required by the method.
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Figure 5: SEMMResults: In the left and right figures, internal validation DoF FRFs are shown; a close match
is apparent at lower frequencies, yet the SEMMmodel diverges when the numerical parent model is no longer
representative of the measured structure.

As a side-note; note the high frequency density of the subframe. It becomes apparent that expansion methods
whose expansion basis is that of a limited set of numerical modes, such as SEREP and VIKING, would have
a hard time capturing the number of modes present in a relatively low frequency band.
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2.3 Part 2: Frequency-Based Substructuring

In section 2.1 an FRF model of the vehicle’s subframe has been obtained. As mentioned, the test-based mod-
elling of the EDU and the characterisation of the rubber decoupling mounts are not shown in this paper. The
transfer dynamic stiffness rubber decoupling elements are obtained using the in-situ approach as described
in [8]. This cannot be used as a subsystem in the LM-FBS equation (7), as the point stiffness is not available.
Therefore, to use this transfer stiffness correctly, it is used in the weakened LM-FBS relation (11).
In figure 6 the coupling results are shown for a force excitation on the EDU to a response on the subframe
validation sensor. The main tendency of the assembled FRFs shows that the global trend is captured very well,
which is especially well depicted in the graphs below of the same transfer functions, shown in 12th octave
bands. The assembled system shows a very damped response, although the subframe does clearly not, as can
be seen in the figures 5. This can be explained by the coupling to neighboring substructures which are very
heavily damped.
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Figure 6: FBS Results compared with validation, the excitation and response locations are shown in fig. 1.

2.4 Discussion

The sensor and impact locations were chosen based on a "best guess" of the optimum in the matrix condition-
ing vs. interface observability problem stated in section 2.1.2. Furthermore, the number of sensor and impact
channels was limited by the equipment and time available. The quality of the SEMM model is case specific;
finding an optimum in resources (time or otherwise) vs. model accuracy is still largely a grey area. This holds
for determining the optimum in both the number and location of sensor/impacts. More research is warranted
to find an optimal resources vs. accuracy curve which will, in turn, enhance the practical applicability of
SEMM.

3 Conclusions

This paper is concerned with the application of the System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) method on
a subframe of a hybrid vehicle. Practical considerations are stipulated on how the method is applied suc-
cessfully. It is demonstrated how the obtained FRF-model of the subframe can be applied in the LM-FBS
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framework along with its neighbouring substructures to construct an assembly. To establish the connectivity
between all components in the translational and rotational degrees of freedom the virtual point transforma-
tion is used. It is shown that the various modelling strategies result in a full-system prediction of structural
vibrations well into the kHz-range.

For future vehicle engineering, this DS assembly can be extended with noise transfer functions (NTFs) from
the subframe coupling points to microphones in the cabin of the vehicle. For prediction of in-vehicle noise
levels, the DS assembly can by combined with a description of the active source (EDU), such as blocked
forces or free-velocities [11].
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